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NHS CrISIS

ASHArp INCreASe in the
number of deaths is linked
to NHS cuts. A report in

the Journal of the Royal Society of
Medicine placed the excess deaths
against “severe cuts” in the NHS
and social care.

The rise in deaths was largely among
older people who are most reliant on
the NHS and social care.

The rise in deaths from 2014 to
529,625 in 2015 was the biggest
percentage rise in 50 years.

Researchers warn that this ‘spike’
looks like becoming a fixed pattern.

The rise comes as waiting times in
A&E departments rose. Ambulance
response time rose as did operations
cancelled for non-clinical reasons.
Absence rates among hard-pressed staff
rose as more posts remain unfilled.

Health service austerity has been
made worse by £16.7 billion cuts to
welfare spending and a 17% reduction in
spending for older people since the Lib
Con government took office and
continued undetthe present Tory
government.

Communist Party general secretary
Rob Griffiths said: “It is an outrage that
in one of  the richest states in the world
our older people — our parents and
relatives — are losing out on the
services  they have worked for and
many are dying due to Tory cuts.”

The government dismissed the report
arguing that a variation in excess death
rates was normal.

“This report is a triumph of  personal
bias over research,” they said.

But the research team – from the
London School of  Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, the University of  Oxford, and
Blackburn with Darwen borough
council – report that they examined
alternative explanations for the deaths
including shock factors like epidemics,
environement factors or wars and
natural disaters but concluded that “the
evidence points to a major failure of  the
health system, possibly exacerbated by
failings in social care”.

“The impact of cuts resulting from
the imposition of austerity on the
NHS has been profound”.

“Expenditure has failed to keep pace
with demand and the situation has
been exacerbated by dramatic
reductions in the welfare budget of
£16.7bn and in social care spending” 
professor martin mcKee London
School of  Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine

Wales NHS under attack
The Tories and right-wing media have
singled out the Welsh NHS because
Welsh governments have not gone
down the road of  massive PFI and
privatisation programmes. 

To punish Wales, the Tory and
coalition governments have slashed the
Welsh National Assembly's Block Grant
by £1.3 billion since 2010. 

With higher levels of  illness and
disease linked to poverty, poor housing
and industrial work, the Welsh NHS
faces many of  the same problems as
England - but worse. 

Its record in some departments is
better, in others not as good. But Wales
does not have NHS trusts permanently
in financial crisis, it has an advanced
strategy for integrating health and social
care, and very little of  its spending is
poured down the private sector drain.

Nor have junior doctors in Wales
taken industrial action - their previous
contracts were renewed after discussion
with the Welsh government.

Scottish NHS in crisis
The SNP government is making more
use of  private finance and its Scottish
Futures Trust strategy to fund NHS
infrastrucure projects has been changed
under EU Commission pressure for
even greater involvement of  private
finance. The slavishly pro-EU Edinburgh
government has caved in.

And now the SNP government is
being punished anyway for trying to hide
the extent of  its private sector
borrowing (which had been increased
by EU demand)! H 

http://tinyurl.com/zh5rc7y
http://tinyurl.com/hsjoa5g

NHS cuts kill 

NHS
spending
private contractors preying on the
NHS scooped £8.7 billion last year
On top of  paying for the services provided
private firms burden the NHS budget with
dividend payments to directors, profits to
share holders and advertising — all
spending that a fully nationalised NHS
would not make.

Loan sharks 
EU treaties limit annual government
borrowing for public spending to 3% of
GDP and accumulated government debt to
60% - NB page 2 col. 3 should read
‘Investment in public services in Britain is
crippled by the EU diktat – built into the
Maastricht Treaty and the Lisbon Treaty –
that borrowing must be kept below 3% of
GDP and total debt below 60%. There are
more than 100 NHS hospitals which cost
£11.5bn to build and furnish - and will end
up costing the public purse £80bn in PFI
payments 

Staff cuts chaos  
The NHS spent £3.7 billion last year on
temporary agency staff covering job cuts. 

Drugs scandal  
Up to £2 billion a year goes on Big Pharma-
supplied branded drugs when cheaper
generic versions are available.

tory cuts
NHS trusts will lose £22 billion in
“efficiency savings” by 2020 in England
alone. Regional Sustainability and
Transformation plans (STPs) of  closures
and cutbacks are scheduled for 44 districts.

Fat cats  
As the market-mentality takes a grip on the
NHS top jobs go to big business types on
stellar salaries. Last year one NHS trust
chief  ‘compensation’ package cost
£490,000. Meanwhile bursaries for trainee
nurses were abolished.

Fake news on health ‘tourism’
The Tories, echoed by the fascists and
UKIP, blame health ‘tourism’ for NHS
problems. Just like the millions of  British
migrants abroad who get health care, expat
foreigners and visitors here can use the
NHS. The overall cost is just £3 in every
£1000 of  which the ‘deliberate’ element is
too small to show against the total NHS
budget. H
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HUNt

AmoNG tereSA may’s
millionaire Cabinet england’s
health minister Jeremy Hunt

is the richest.
Already wealthy, he hoovered up a

cool extra £15 million when his
private education company — in
which he held just under half the
shares –  was sold for a sum north of
£30 million.
Hunt’s recent payoff is equivalent

to the lifetime salaries of 18 nurses
but he has already trousered a
fortune. In 2014 he took out a
£972,538 dividend from the
company. this followed several lean
years when his dividends dropped
down to £885,821 in 2010 and a
starvation level £285,095 in 2011.
Hunt is infamous for claiming that

excess NHS deaths happen because
care is worse on Friday night
through to monday. the claim –
made to undermine the junior
doctors industrial action – has been
torn apart repeatedly.
prof peter rothwell, professor of

neurology at oxford University, said
there was very little evidence indeed
of a ‘weekend effect’.
Hunt’s scheme was designed to

make junior doctors and hospital
staff work longer hours for the same
pay and would stretch already
weakened NHS resources to
breaking point.
Hunt (Chartehouse School,

oxford University politics,
economics and philosophy degree)
argued against his critics, claiming
he was “not an academic” and his
explanation for the excess deaths
could not be undermined by
“disputing the methodologies”.
Communist party chair Liz payne

said: “these people live in a
different universe to the rest of us. A
few moments share dealing and
Jeremy Hunt makes more money
than an NHS nurse, hospital porter
or junior doctor makes in a life time.
“He makes insupportable claims

but professes ignorance – it makes
you wonder about the value of an
oxford ppe degree and the
competence of the minister.” H

He feels
your pain

KINGS FUND

Areport by the Kings
Fund has strengthened
fears that eU rules open

the door to privatisation.
The report concludes that an incoming

government could not secure formal
exemptions for the NHS from EU
procurement or competition rules. Nor
could it easily extract the NHS from the
national procurement and competition
rules that apply across sectors, because
”these flow from or are deeply
intertwined with the EU rules.” 

In an earlier report, in  March 2010,
the Kings Fund said Labour’s election
proposal to make the NHS exempt from
EU procurement law could not be
implemented unless a future government
curbed the independence of  foundation
trusts.

Labour’s then shadow health secretary,
Andy Burnham, had committed Labour
to “claiming a full exemption for the NHS
from EU procurement and competition
law” when he launched the party’s 10-
year plan for the NHS.  

Labour policy was to repeal the
Coalition government’s Health and Social

Care Act and reverse the creeping
privatisation of  services that speeded up
under the coalition.

This latest 2017 report reinforces the
suggestion, contained in the earlier
report, that exemption could be
achieved by making broader changes to
policy, including bringing foundation
trusts clearly back under the direct
control of  government. H

Procurement and competition rules
Can the NHS be exempted?
https://www.kingsfund.org.uk/publications/
nhs-procurement-competition-rules

NHS bound by competition rules ‘The Morning Star is 
the most precious 
and only voice we 
have in the 
daily media’

Jeremy Corbyn

Daily paper of the left
£1 from your newsagent
www.morningstaronline.com



The European Union decision – in
2012 – to further reduce permitted
deficit levels for all EU countries, has
prevented the kind of  economic
stimulus that would provide more jobs
and better public services.  As predicted
by communists and the left wing
throughout the EU it has produced
economic stagnation and low
investment.  

Financialisation, and privatisation –
which is gripping the NHS – results from
the creation of  the Single Market and
the end to all obstacles to free
competition. It has resulted in the
destruction of  local government-
services and the increasing privatisation
of  state-owned utilities from energy and
transport to postal services and
communications.  The 2006 Services
Directive has opened education and
health and health insurance to the
private sector.

The 2003 the Pensions Directive
directed occupational pension provision
to private providers. This has led to a
major growth in the size of  pension and
savings assets controlled by the private
financial sector. H
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the EU deconstructed
Critical voices from Ireland, Denmark, 
Portugal, Cyprus and Germany

£2
free online at
www.manifestopress.org.uk

the eU, Winning a progressive
settlement
This new Morning Star pamphlet shows
how breaking with the European Union
opens the way for strengthening
workers’ rights.

www.communist-party.org.uk

the eU deconstructed 
carries five critical voices from within the
European Union, from Ireland, Denmark,
Portugal, Cyprus and Germany who
describe the austerity effect of  EU
membership.

www.manifestopress.org.uk

Fight for a People’s Brexit

CApItALISt rIvALry

DIvISIoNS IN the ruling
classes of both britain and
the USA are a sign of

capitalism’s deepening crisis the
Communist party has warned.
Communist party chair Liz Payne told the
party’s political committee: ‘The most
powerful big business circles in the USA
are determined to promote their
interests aggressively against China,
Russia and the European Union’ 

But at the same time the conflicts
within the country’s state apparatus
reflect differences of  tactics and strategy
within the US ruling class.

Some US corporations such as Exxon
Mobile are involved in exploiting Russian
oil and gas resources, or in the case of
tobacco and soft drink giants see the
market potential in China – while others
resent Chinese competition at home and
abroad or put geo-political and factors
first in order to complete the provocative
military encirclement of  Russia and China.

As a key base for US imperialism in the
Middle East, Israel would receive
unequivocal support from Trump, as it
would have done from a president Hillary
Clinton – but without even the lip-service
to a two-state solution to the Israel-
Palestine conflict.

However, we should be in no doubt

that a “one-state” solution would be a
“no-state” non-solution for the
oppressed Palestinian people she said.

Communist Party international
secretary John Foster said that the revival
of  inter-imperialist rivalry was key to
understanding recent political and
economic developments.

He pointed out that Trump and his key
advisers were concerned that workers
being thrown on the scrap-heap by
capitalist globalisation might turn
increasingly to the left, as demonstrated
by the support for social democrat Bernie
Sanders in the fight against Hillary Clinton
to be the Democratic Party candidate in
last year’s US presidential election.

‘During the election campaign, Trump
promised protectionist measures in order
to defend and create industrial jobs and
redistribute wealth in favour of  the
working class – yet most of  US big
business, including major interests within
his own regime, profit from globalisation
and its so-called “free markets”.

John Foster pointed to CETA (the
Comprehensive Economic and Trade
Agreement between Canada and the
EU), endorsed that same day by the
European Parliament.

It allows monopoly capital to circulate
with little or no restriction throughout
the common territories, including in
Britain, and enables corporations to sue

democratically elected governments in
accordance with an ‘investor dispute
mechanism’.

This could raise a major legal obstacle
to the renationalisation of  public services
and utilities. He warned that US big
business wanted to draw Britain closer to
its side in what could develop into a trade
war against the EU.

The Communist Party political
committee warned that we must fight to
ensure that Brexit is carried through in
the interests of  the people and not big
business and the banks. The labour
movement in Britain to overcome its
differences over the EU referendum and
oppose neoliberal treaties and rules of
every kind, whether operating in the EU
or being considered by Theresa May’s
Tory government.

‘Neoliberalism directly threatens our
public services’, Morning Star editor Ben
Chacko said, highlighting the impact of
cuts across the NHS and, in England, the
accelerated privatisation of  hospital
services.

General secretary Robert Griffiths
identified the lack of  class analysis and
class politics on the left and in the
working class movement as an ongoing
weakness.

‘Trump and his team include a number
of  sexist, racist and homophobic bigots,
as does the leadership of  UKIP in Britain

– but we should also be clear about the
class interests they and their policies
represent, and which pose grave dangers
to all workers and their families, not least
to women and ethnic minorities’, he
insisted.

‘Similarly, we need to be clear that
British ruling class policy has been to stay
in the EU, or in the Single Market if  that
proves impossible and – failing even that
– to conclude neoliberal trade and
investment deals with the US, Canada,
Turkey, Israel and other countries as
necessary’, Rob Griffiths added.

London district secretary Steve
Johnson said that concentrating on
personalities, however vile, could cloud a
clear analysis: ‘Racism, the Ku Klux Klan,
the ‘Black Lives Matter’ campaign, sexism,
homophobia, union-busting and the mass
deportation of  immigrants existed in the
USA before the election of  Donald
Trump’, he said.

Communist Party trade union organiser
Graham Stevenson reported that the
mass of  people in their workplaces and
local communities did not share the media
obsession with Trump above their own
concerns about pay, benefits, pensions,
jobs and public services. A new round of
steep domestic fuel price rises, following
the latest 9.8% average increase
announced by Npower, will hit millions of
people already in poverty. H

Workers
need a
pay rise
WAGeS

rISING prICeS and
stagnant or falling wages
mean millions of people in

britain live in poverty while
millions more live on the edge,
just managing from one pay
packet to the next. even
according to official figures
based on returns by the
Department of Work and
pensions over one in five people
live in poverty. 13.44 million
people – 21% of the population.
but this underestimates the

problem. A report by the Joseph
rowntree Foundation in January
2017 showed that the  number
of people living below an
adequate standard of living had
gone up by four million to 19
million over the past six years.
Inflation soared  to a 30 month

high in January as food and fuel
price hikes drive up the cost of
living.
the cost of a basic ‘basket of

goods’ has risen by up to 30 per
cent since 2008, but average
earnings have only gone up by
half that amount, said the
report.
the Communist party says we

all need a pay rise. our wages
have slumped by more than ten
percent over the life of the tory
and Lib Dem governments. only
Greek workers in the eU have
suffered a bigger drop in wages.
the gap between rich and

poor in britain is massive. 
Austerity means poverty for

many and uncertainty for all
working people. We are all one
month’s wages away from the
dole queue and homelessness.
We need a people’s brexit and

an end to austerity.
We need more jobs with

decent wages not poverty pay
and zero hours contracts.
property speculators drive

housing costs sky high but we
need affordable houses and
strong rent controls not luxury
flats at impossible prices. H

What does Trump’s election mean for Britain?

“I think we are going to have to
move to an insurance-based system
of healthcare. Frankly, I would feel
more comfortable that my money
would return value if I was able to
do that through the marketplace of
an insurance company ...”
Nigel Farage, speech to UKIp
members on his Common Sense
tour 2012

UKIp will ... encourage County
Health boards to put out to tender
key NHS services ranging from
Long term Care to local hospitals
and Gp surgeries. this will be done
by franchising key services - run on
a fixed budget - to charitable
associations, not-for-profit and
profit-making private companies,
partnerships and individuals. this
will bring in private sector
efficiency and innovation ...
UKIp election manifesto 2010

“I would like to congratulate the
coalition government for bringing a
whiff of privatisation into the
beleaguered National Health
Service.

“I would argue that the very
existence of the NHS stifles
competition, and as competition
drives quality and choice,
innovation and improvements are
restricted.

“therefore, I believe, as long as
the NHS is the ‘sacred cow’ of
british politics, the longer the
british people will suffer with a
second rate health service.”
www.paulnuttallmep.com/  
removed from his website shortly
after 11 may 2014

UKIp on the NHS
in their own words


